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Nevada
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Nevada, Mo., pastor is called to West-
port, Oregon letter. 1896:776

Nevada, Mo., church celebrates 75th anniversary.
Crusade Sunday at Neosho, Missouri.
Thomas J. Gibbs, Jr., to Neosho, Mo. church.
Landolt called to Oberly, Mo., church.
Stewart Marsh is to leave Neosho.

Nevada, Mo., church dedication.

Nevada, Ill., church
Planning for the Future. 1922:250

Nevada, Mo., First church
Some important town churches. 1908:755
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Taylor and the Walkers at Neosho, Missouri.
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Stewart Marsh is to leave Neosho.
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Nevada, Mo., pastor is called to West-
chester Church, Los Angeles. 1911:553

Joe Delcourt installed at Nevada, Missouri.
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Church celebrates 75th anniversary.
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